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2-bedroom air-conditioned apartment in the
Parkville complex in Koliba

 

  445 000,- EUR 
  Area: 92 m2 Reference number: 3837

Rooms: 3 Street: Strážna

Partially furnished Location: Bratislava III, Nové

Mesto
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  Property - details

 Number of bedrooms: 2

 Bathroom with toilet: 1

 Separate toilet: 1

 New building

 Brick

 Quiet location

 Apartment on the floor: 2 / 4

 Lift: yes

 Energy certificate: not elaborated

 Spot in common garage 2

  Equipment

 Air-conditioning  Washing machine

 Dryer  Alarm

 Safe  Exterior blinders

 Open space  Induction hob

 Coffee machine  Dishwasher

 Fridge and freezer  Electric oven

 Other - sietky na oknach  Central heating

 Wooden parquets

2-bedroom apartment with a view of Bratislava, an area of 92 m2 and a terrace of 17 m2 is
located on Strážna Street in a unique residential complex Parkville in a prestigious location of
Bratislava Koliba.

Layout
The apartment consists of an entrance hall, open-planed kitchen with living room, from where
there is access to the terrace, 2 rooms, 1 bathroom with shower and bath and separate toilet and
ventilated storage room. The terrace is well covered and protected, offering a nice view of
Bratislava.

EQUIPMENT
The apartment offers a fully equipped kitchen with quality new appliances brand Siemens. The
apartment offers plenty of storage space in the hallway, in the rooms, bathroom and toilet.

LOCATION
The location in Koliba offers housing is intended exclusively for the most demanding clients.
Parkville represents the best that contemporary housing architecture has to offer: villa houses
using exclusive materials that are sensitively integrated into the natural environment. Closed area
of Parkville offers security service, gym and sauna.

PRICE AND ADDITIONAL INFO
The apartment has a cellar and 2 parking spaces in the underground garage for price 90 000 EUR.
The places are right next to each other, at the entrance to the house. Both parking spaces are also
a condition of sale.  
© The text and photos are the author's work and property of the Pergo real estate agency.
You can find current information about our offer at www.pergo.sk.
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